Last Minute Victory

Cagers Just Nip Union

By Edward M. Schneider '62

The MIT varsity basketball team went last night's encoun-
ter with Lowell Tech in high spirits, thanks to a thrilling come-from-behind victory, 68-67, over Union College on Tuesday.

Tech, as has been the case in the last seven games, was ahead at the half; this time, 37-34, thanks to the twenty-one point output of center Dave Koch '62. However, Union showed signs, toward the end of the half, of breaking through MIT's zone defense.

Press Hampers Tech

Sure enough, cornerman Len Jones and Dave Santos of Union, began to score on easy layups in the opening minutes of the second half. Shiny shooting by Koch, Chuck Gamble '62, Tom Burns '62, and Jeff Fursit '63, kept the Engineers in the ball game. However, with about eight minutes left, at 53-53, the Union full-court press, which had made MIT take a bit clumsy in the previous minutes, really took effect.

The Engineers weren't stopping here. MIT got the ball, Robinson popped in another push shot, and it was 57-57. Minutes later, Gamble stole the ball and was fouled. He converted both attempts, and Tech was on top 68-65 with only 52 seconds remaining. Koch scored two more, with two quick, short jump shots. It was 65-64 Union with two minutes remaining.
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One-Stop Shopping makes it easy to make the right buy at your Chevrolet dealer's!

No need to look farther than your Chevrolet dealer's to find the car you're looking for. There under one roof you can pick from 30 models—almost any type of car for any kind of going. A whole new crew of Chevy Corvairs for '61, including four wonderful wagons unlike any built before in the land. Thrifty Chevrolet Biscaynes, beautiful Bel Airs, elegant Impalas and six spacious Chevy wagons—all with a Jet-smooth ride. Come in and choose the one you want the easy way—on a one-stop shopping tour!

New '61 Chevrolet IMPALA 2-DOOR SEDAN
Here's all anyone could want in a car! One of a full line of five Impalas with Chevy's sensible new dimensions, inside and out.

New '61 Chevrolet 4-DOOR BISCAYNE 6
NOW—BIG-CAR COMFORT AT SMALL-CAR PRICES
These new Biscaynes—6 or V8—are the lowest priced full-sized Chevies. Yet they give you a full measure of Chevrolet roominess.

New '61 Chevrolet BEAI AIR 2-DOOR SEDAN
Beautiful Bel Airs, priced just above the thriftiest full-sized Chevies, bring you newness you can use. Larger door openings, higher easy-chair seats, more leg room in front, more foot room in the rear.

New '61 Corvair 500 LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON
One of Corvair's wonderful new wagons for '61, this 6-passenger Lakewood gives up to 68 cu. ft. of storage space.

New lower priced 700 CORVAIR CLUB COUPE
Corvair brings you space, spunk and savings in '61. Thriftier sedans and coupes with more luggage space. That rear engine's spunkier, too, and there's a new gas-saving rear axle ratio to go with it.

See the new Chevrolet cars, Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
Grandson Of Ghandi To Enter Graduate School

Kans R. Ghandi, a grandson of the late Mahatma K. Ghandi, will enter the Institute second semester to begin graduate studies in structural engineering. Ghandi is at present associated with a private engineering firm in Calcutta and plans to complete his doctorate.

Democrats Use Brains

New Machine Predicts Election

A hitherto secret computing machine—one which can estimate human behavior—was used by Kennedy strategists in the recent election, it was revealed recently.

Built at a cost of $65,000 for the Democratic Party, the machine was able to tell Kennedy, as long ago as last August, what his stand should be on the religious issue, foreign affairs, and the upcoming TV debates, it was able to give the Democratic candidate his "image" in the voters' minds.

An article by Thomas B. Morgan, in the January issue of Harper's Magazine, discloses that the Simulmatics Corporation of New York City and Cambridge developed for the Democrats a mathematical "model" of the U.S. electorate.

This machine fused "the memory, speed and accuracy" of electronic computers with over 6,000,000 pieces of information obtained in more than ten years of public opinion polls and other studies. It consisted of more than 100,000 interviews divided into 495 voter-types together with demographic and political facts on each group. Consolidated and transferred to a memory tape, the material in the computer could be scanned in about forty minutes.

There are several prevailing atmospheres at GPL. The working atmosphere is thoroughly professional. Management is by engineers who understand the engineer's goals, ambitions and working preferences. GPL engineers work in small groups, which encourage original contributions from every individual.

The other atmosphere at GPL involves the physical—the modern buildings and equipment, the excellent research and development facilities. These include an Environmental Test Lab, a Flight Test Section equipped with jet and conventional aircraft, and model shops for both formal prototype and informal experimental work. There is also a modern library of more than 2,500 volumes. GPL is situated on 69 estate like acres less than an hour from New York City, at residential Pleasantville in Westchester County.

At GPL, you will have full opportunity to select the work of greatest interest to you, and you may choose to accept a direct assignment in that area, or participate in GPL's training program to broaden your engineering understanding.

GPL's representative will visit M.I.T.

Friday, February 10th

GENERAL PRECISION, INC.
is one. The indifference commonly displayed toward student politics is another.

Why are MIT students interested in national but not student politics? At first glance the answer would seem to lie in the fact that the former involves clashes between groups, and clashes of ideas, while the latter involves neither. We would add, however, that a genuine interest in political affairs also must be accompanied by some feeling of responsibility or personal involvement. This feeling should extend to the political scene, however far removed it may seem. One cannot expect to be a citizen of a nation without first being a citizen of a community. If student politics at MIT lack color, ideas, and real conflict it is because the very ones who deride them, refuse to be involved.

If an increasing interest among undergraduates in politics and government on the national level is noted, this is encouraging. Accompanied by widespread disenchant in student politics, it is somewhat anomalous. We ask you to consider the anomaly.

Finis LXXX

Nearly a year ago we opened Volume Eighty of The Tech by stating that our desire was to discuss the major issues that beset MIT. Since then our considerations have ranged far and wide. "Space junk" in building seven, research vs. teaching, MIT architecture, the needs in the Library, intramural athletics, Rush Week, the time necessary to procure a hamburger in Pritchett — all these and more have passed in review.

On some of our comments have stood alone; on others we have been joined or attacked by various members of the community. Suddenly we find ourselves with just one last set of makeup sheets to lay out; only twenty more columns inches in which to express our editorial views.

The feeling of nostalgia is strong, but hardly unconquerable. Volume Eighty-one is already taking shape; officers and editors are soon to be elected. We are sure that the next year of publishing will see major changes in the paper just as has the past one.

We wish the Board of Volume Eighty-one all success. The Board of Volume Eighty deeply appreciates the support and criticism which has come its way from so many different quarters. Given this essential element, we are confident that the new Board will meet its goals with something to spare.
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Any time, any clime, you get a lot to like with a Marlboro—and with Marlboro's newest partner in pleasure, the unfiltered, king-size, brand-new Philip Morris Commander. Get aboard!
Get the facts about a career with Con Edison

Con Edison is in the midst of a huge expansion program to serve a constantly growing New York—the world’s most dynamic city. In five years we’re spending over a billion dollars to build new plants, sub-stations and distribution facilities and to find new and better ways to meet our city’s increasing demand for electricity, gas and steam.

Our tremendous growth is increasing the need for creative and ambitious college graduates—in both technical and non-technical fields. In the next fifteen years 750 of the 791 top management positions in the company will fall vacant—mainly through retirement. These important positions will be filled largely by men who join us now. Our carefully planned program for college graduates offers a good starting salary, major assignments at once and rapid advancement.

So why not get all the facts about the many interesting and worthwhile careers Con Edison has to offer...pick up a copy of our booklet “Con Edison—The Right Place To Build Your Future” at the Placement Office and be sure to talk with our interviewer when he comes.
Icemen Down WPI And Amherst

MIT's varsity hockey team, with two straight victories in its
sticks, faces the University of Pennsylvania tonight on the Briggs
Field Rink at 7 p.m. The Techmen captured an impressive 7-2
victory over Amherst Wednesday after blanking a hapless Worces-
ter Polytechnic squad last Saturday, 11-0.

Mike Denny '63, currently the hottest Tech scorer, garnered
a hat trick against Amherst and four goals in the WPI rout.

The Amherst game was all even until the second period, when
the Techmen erupted for four goals in the final five minutes. The
Techmen, who had scored five goals in the Midwest tourney,
ended their opening weekend with a 1-1 tie against Illinois.

Saliba and Bill Vachon '63 each scored twice in the Satur-
day frolic. Contributing a goal each were Levy, John Rupert '62 and Tony Walzel '63.

Expectation High

MIT is in good position for its fourth victory tonight since Penn-
sylvania was recently one of Amherst's victims. Penn is fairly
new to college hockey ranks, having initiated the sport to
compete with an intra-Ivy League competition in all sports pact.

After the intermission the ice-
men will be at home five times
and on the road once. UMass,
Wesleyan and WPI will be fac-
ing the Techmen for the second
time. Bowdoin and Connecticut
end the regular season, to be fol-
lowed by the annual alumni
classic.

Swimmers Defeat Coast Guard And Wesleyan

Four Records Fall

Stein, Cooke Steal

Sparked by Dave Stein, the varsity swimmers downed the Coast Guard Academy Wednesday in successive meets last week.

In winning a 58-37 score against the Coast Guard, Techmen broke four school records; Stein, be-
or of the old record in the 5
yard freestyle, not only br-
riced his triumphs coming in the
dividual medley competition.

In the diving, Stein made the swim-

men's scores include.

Four away meets are schec-
ed next month, with one home
encounter against Adelphi on th-
18th. The New England champs
will be held at Cor
How They Did

Basketball
Coast Guard 60 MIT 52
Williams 8 MIT 1

Squash
Amherst 9 MIT 0

Swimming
MIT 58 Coast Guard 37
Coast Guard 1371 MIT 132.

Pistol
Coast Guard 1371 MIT 182.

Northeastern 73, Tufts 44%
Hockey
MIT 11 WPI 0
MIT 7 Amherst
Shooting Ranges—MIT Eyesores

As the Second Century Fund continues to grow and Institute expansion plans are released, one project is notably missing: the construction of modern target shooting facilities.

To be sure, the rifle range is not generally seen by visitors to MIT, but its status as the campus eyesore cannot be denied. And the pistol range, which, in serving both students and faculty occupies less space than the Ping Pong Club headquarters, can hardly be termed an asset.

In a recent two year period 600 incoming freshmen expressed an interest in organized shooting. Yet there are only 60 under graduates presently associated with the rifle and pistol programs. This drastic reduction can be directly attributed to the lack of adequate practice facilities. The rifle range boasts five firing points, the pistol range four. At other colleges 24 points are not unknown.

The amazing fact remains that MIT’s varsity teams have done well in both sports. Last year the rifle team captain, Bill Leffler, was eighth in the National Rifle Association Intercollegiate Individual Championships, which drew 1390 competitors. This year the rifle team is undefeated and the pistol team has drawn the sincere praise of the Coast Guard coach. We can only imagine how well these men would perform, given decent facilities.

Boston is a stronghold of the nation’s shooting enthusiasts. The MIT Faculty team ranks its division in the Greater Boston Pistol League, the nation’s largest. The MIT undergraduate team would perform, given decent facilities.

The Institute pays a quarter of a million dollars a year for telephone calls.

Between five and ten men from the telephone company are on duty at the Institute at all times.

--- The Editor

FWC

FACULTY, STUDENTS AND STAFF
OF M.I.T.
MAY PURCHASE
At Wholesale Prices

SNOW TIRES
1961 DESIGN

RETREADS
First Quality
Firestone Town & Country
or G o O D 3 F Y E A R
Sorubanlite

NEW*
First Quality
Pennsylvania* GOOD YEAR*
with Tread *

640x15 $900
660x15 $115
700x15 $120
750x15 $117

TUBULAR*
115 $17 670x15 $113
117 $16 710x15 $116
120 $16 760x15 $117
146 $17 800x15 $119

TUBELESS*
115 $19 750x14 $159
136 $18 800x14 $187
148 $19 850x14 $197

WHITE WALLS—$5 ADDITIONAL

FREE TIRE MOUNTING
Every Tire and Tube Unconditionally Guaranteed, Regardless of Time or Mileage (ADJUSTMENT PRORATED ON TREAD 20TH YEAR, BASED ON CURRENT PRICE)

TIREX is a Registered Trademark of Vossen Tire Corp.

CAMBRIDGE TIRE COMPANY
Wholesale Distributors
290 ALBANY STREET • CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.
(On Mass. Ave. near L. T.)
Member Cambridge Chamber of Commerce

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N.Y.
In 1960 the Physical Plant consumed 1,668,466 gallons of oil; 26,160 kilowatts of electricity; 397,968,100 lbs. of steam; 267,281,100 cu. ft. of gas and 3,375 cases of paper towels.

8,000 Management Opportunities!

That's right. There will be 8,000 supervisory jobs filled from within the Western Electric Company by college graduates in just the next ten years! How come? Because there's the kind of upward movement at Western Electric that spells executive opportunity. Young men in engineering and other professional work can choose between two paths of advancement—one within their own technical field and one within over-all management.

Your progress up-the-ladder to executive positions will be aided by a number of special programs. The annual company-wide personnel survey helps select management prospects. This ties in with planned rotational development, including transfers between Bell Companies and experience in a wide variety of fields. Western Electric maintains its own full-time graduate engineering training program, seven formal management courses, and a tuition refund plan for college study.

After joining Western Electric, you'll be planning production of a steady stream of communications products—electronic switching, carrier, microwave and missile guidance systems and components such as transistors, diodes, ferrites, etc. Every day, engineers at our manufacturing plants are working to bring new developments of our associates at Bell Telephone Laboratories into practical reality. In short, "the sky's your limit" at Western Electric.

Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts, and business majors. For more information, get your copy of Consider a Career at Western Electric from your Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Be sure to arrange for a Western Electric interview when the Bell System team visits your campus.